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"Millennial women are highly engaged in beauty routines,
use a variety of products, spend more time on appearance,
& report strong skill levels and experimentation.
Interactive shopping experiences & YouTube tutorials help
reach this tech-savvy generation. Advertising focused on
authenticity & self-expression also resonates."
- Margie Nanninga, Beauty & Personal Care
Analyst
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Who is the Millennial beauty consumer?
Reaching the Millennial beauty consumer
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Definition
This Report covers a broad range of products within the beauty market. For the purposes of this
Report, Mintel has defined the beauty market as follows:
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Excluded from this Report are personal care products that are used for regular hygiene and grooming
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Soap, bath, and shower products
Hand and body care
Shaving and hair removal products
Antiperspirant and deodorant
Oral care
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Mintel has also broken out the Millennial generation into two subgroups as follows:

•
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Younger Millennials: internet users aged 22-29 when survey was fielded in 2016
Older Millennials: internet users aged 30-39 when survey was fielded in 2016

DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Trending brands capitalize through expansions
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Millennial women overindex for usage of most beauty products
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Hispanics more likely to have complex routines
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Figure 38: Repertoire of beauty routines – Ever do (net)*, by Hispanic origin, December 2016

Time Spent, Skills, Experimentation, and Brand Choice
Millennials more engaged in beauty routines, but still seek simplicity
Figure 39: Time spent on beauty routine, skill level, experimentation, and brand type, by all women 18+ and Millennial women,
December 2016
Time, skill, experimentation, and brand engagement shape segments
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Purchase Influencers
Millennials are results-driven, ethical claims a secondary consideration
Figure 44: Purchase influencers, December 2016
However, ethical claims are more important to Millennials
Figure 45: Purchase influencers, any rank, by all women 18+ and Millennial women, December 2016
Beauty enthusiasts prioritize results, basic beauties seek ease of use
Figure 46: Select purchase influencers, any rank, by segment, December 2016
Hispanics overindex for consideration of ethical claims
Figure 47: Purchase influencers, any rank, by Hispanic origin, December 2016

Shopping Behaviors
Multichannel shopping key to Millennial purchase process
Interactive shopping experiences pique their interest
YouTube more influential than apps
Figure 48: Shopping behaviors – Agree, December 2016
Younger Millennials more invested in research, interactive shopping
Figure 49: Shopping behaviors –Agree, by older and younger Millennials, December 2016
Beauty enthusiasts are engaged shoppers
Figure 50: Shopping behaviors – Agree, by beauty segment, December 2016
Hispanics highly engaged in shopping for beauty
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Purchase Drivers
Samples, recommendations encourage Millennials to try something new
Figure 52: Purchase drivers – Any rank (net)*, by all women 18+ and Millennial women, December 2016
Online influencers more important to younger Millennials
Figure 53: Select purchase drivers, by older and younger Millennials, December 2016
YouTube drives purchases among Beauty Enthusiasts
Figure 54: Select purchase drivers, by beauty segment, December 2016
Social media inspires Hispanics’ beauty purchases
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Figure 55: Select purchase drivers, by Hispanic origin, December 2016

Attitudes towards Appearance
Natural looks resonate, but Millennials still want to look good
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Natural look not resonating as much with Hispanics
Figure 59: Attitudes toward appearance, by Hispanic origin, December 2016
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